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ABSTRACT: Charge interaction-driven jamming of nanoparticle
monolayers at the oil−water interface can be employed as a
method to mold liquids into tailored stable 3D liquid objects.
Here, 3D liquid objects are fabricated via a combination of
biocompatible aqueous poly(vinyl sulfonic acid, sodium salt)
solution and a colloidal dispersion of highly ﬂuorescent organomodiﬁed graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) in edible sunﬂower oil.
The as-formed liquid object shows stability in a broad pH range, as
well as ﬂexible pathways for eﬃcient exchange of molecules at the
liquid−liquid interphase, which allows for photodegradation of rhodamine B at the interface via visible light irradiation that also
enables an encoding concept. The g-C3N4-based liquid objects point toward various applications, for example, all-liquid biphasic
photocatalysis, artiﬁcial compartmentalized systems, liquid−liquid printing, or bioprinting.
KEYWORDS: aqueous liquid object, carbon nitride, interface, liquid printing, photocatalysis
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INTRODUCTION
Soft water-based materials have found various areas of
utilization because of their favorable interactions with
biological entities, while providing macroscopic ﬂexibility and
microscopic molecular mass transport.1−3 Therefore, a broad
range of applications in biological systems is in the focus of
research, such as tissue engineering,4 drug delivery,5 or selfhealing.6,7 Another direction is the implementation of
multiphase liquid systems that enable the formation of
compartmentalized soft materials8,9 but give access to other
applications like catalysis,10 particle separation,11 and sensing12
as well. A recent development in soft materials is the
introduction of structured liquids, which is based on
nanostructured assemblies at the interphase of biphasic liquid
media to generate mechanically stable interphases.2 Interfacial
jamming occurs between two liquid phases during the process
of decreasing the interfacial area while minimizing the
interfacial energy. At the same time, the binding energy
increases, which is diﬀerent from typical surfactants or Janus
systems. Finally, an interfacial layer or ﬁlm structure is
obtained that is strong and robust against stress from the
direction of both phases. Recently, these structured liquids
have attracted growing interest because of their unique
structural and physicochemical properties.13,14
The fabrication of liquid objects via jamming between two
liquid phases has been described recently by Russell and coworkers, who are pioneers in this ﬁeld.15−20 Interactions
between functionalized polymers dissolved in one phase
(mostly organic solvent) and nanoparticles dispersed in an
aqueous system were utilized to enable electrostatic or
© 2021 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

noncovalent interaction forming solidiﬁed interfaces in a
supramolecular approach. For example, interfacial jamming of
cellulose nanocrystals and amine-terminated poly(styrene) at a
water−carbon tetrachloride interface was introduced.21 In
other works, shape-controllable liquid objects that respond to
external magnetic stimuli can be fabricated by a combination of
magnetic nanoparticles with amine-modiﬁed polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane at the water−toluene interface.22
Photoresponsive structured liquids can be realized by host−
guest molecular recognition as well.23 Recently, the liquid
structuring technology was applied for the construction of
DNA microcapsules.24 One of the main advantages of liquid
structuring is the formation of a ﬂexible but stable interface
that can be tailored via several parameters, like polymer molar
mass,25 pH of the aqueous phase,26 and size or concentration
of nanoparticles.22
So far, mainly the organic phase was utilized as the
continuous phase in liquid structuring, relying on relatively
expensive charged polymers as ligands, while aqueous-based
systems are rarely reported.2 Regarding the state-of-the-art
systems, volatile organic solvents (e.g., toluene16,27) and
nonvolatile organic oils (e.g., silicone oil28) were successfully
applied to construct the structures, whereas long-term stability,
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safety features, and scalability of the structured liquid systems
were addressed scarcely. Especially, the implementation of
toxic organic solvents restricts further applications in biorelated
ﬁelds. Thus, development of nontoxic and biocompatible
liquid systems with water as the continuous phase is of
signiﬁcant interest.
Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) has attracted extensive
attention in the past decade, which is due to its performance as
a metal-free heterogeneous photocatalyst with adjustable
optical and physicochemical properties.29−34 The photocatalytic properties of g-C3N4 have been exploited for a variety
of applications including photodegradation for waste-water
treatment,35 CO2 reduction,36,37 water splitting,38 in combination with polymers,39,40 polymerization catalysis,41 and the
fabrication of hydrogels.42,43 Besides photocatalytic properties
of g-C3N4, surface and colloidal properties have been of
interest as well,44 for example, in the role of a Pickering
emulsion stabilizer for organic/water emulsions45,46 and in
emulsion polymerization processes.47,48 Furthermore, the
tailoring of g-C3N4 surface functionality by photoinduced
modiﬁcation enabled integration into an organic/oil phase
rather than at the interface.49,50 Subsequently, colloidal
properties have come into focus of research in order to
overcome low dispersibility in liquid media.39,51,52 Recently, a
vinylthiazole-functionalized phenyl-modiﬁed carbon nitride
(vTA-CMp) was reported, which showed considerable
organo-dispersibility, high colloidal stability, and strong
ﬂuorescent emission.53 Meanwhile, vTA-CMp exhibits electrostatic stabilization due to migration of negative charges to the
thiazole edges and positive charges toward the inner part of
phenyl-modiﬁed carbon nitride (CMp) sheets when dispersed
in organic solvents,53 for example, in N-methyl pyrrolidone or
isopropyl alcohol.
Inspired by these facts, we introduce liquid structuring based
on vTA-CMp. Therefore, organo-dispersible vTA-CMp is
dispersed in edible sunﬂower oil to act as the organic phase
(Scheme 1a), which has to the best of our knowledge never
been introduced as an organic ﬂuid component in liquid
structuring. Aqueous poly(vinyl sulfonic acid, sodium salt)
(PVSA) solution with negatively charged sulfonate groups
constitutes the outer phase. A facile and versatile method is
introduced to form molded yet all-liquid objects by supramolecular interaction (Scheme 1b) that feature shape

persistence over a wide pH range. To understand the structure
formation and its stability, the interfacial behavior and the
mechanism of interfacial ﬁlm formation between vTA-CMp/oil
and aqueous PVSA solution are investigated. The vTA-CMp
liquid object exhibits potential utilization to encode
information in liquid media that can be decoded under
external stimuli (Scheme 1c), utilizing the photoactivity of
vTA-CMp. Although Pickering stabilization of oil-in-water
emulsions with g-C3N4 has been described in the literature, the
present system introduces a new level of liquid structuring via
g-C3N4 mediation that features photocatalytic properties at the
same time.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Cyanuric acid (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), 2,4-diamino-6phenyl-1,3,5-triazine (97%, Sigma-Aldrich), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich), hydrochloric acid
(HCl, fuming, Carl Roth), melamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 4-methyl5-vinylthiazole (vTA, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich), rhodamine B (RhB,
Sigma-Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (NaOH; 98%, Sigma-Aldrich),
poly(styrene sulfonic acid, sodium salt) (PSSA, Mw 4300 g mol−1
Sigma-Aldrich), and PVSA solution (30 wt % in H2O, Sigma-Aldrich,
Mw 2500 g mol−1) (Figure S1) were used as purchased. Sunﬂower oil
was purchased from the supermarket and used without further
puriﬁcation. The homemade polyamide (PA) “H” mold was designed
using Autodesk Inventor Professional 2020 and manufactured with a
CNC milling machine (Germany). 50 W light-emitting diode (LED)
chips (Bridgelux BXRA-50C5300; λ > 410 nm) were connected to a
self-made circuit and cooling system. CMp and vTA-CMp were
synthesized according to the literature (refer to the Supporting
Information).53,54
Liquid Object Preparation. 20 mg of the as-prepared vTA-CMp
was added to 1 mL of sunﬂower oil and ultrasonicated for 1 h to
obtain vTA-CMp/oil dispersion, followed by centrifugation (500 rpm,
3 min) to remove the residual aggregates via sedimentation, and
ﬁnally, a colloidal vTA-CMp/oil dispersion with a concentration of 15
mg mL−1 was obtained (concentration measured gravimetrically).
The “H” mold was ﬁrst put in an empty Petri dish, and both the dish
and the mold were prewetted with PVSA solution (ca. 100 μL), then
the mold was ﬁlled with vTA-CMp/oil (400 μL), and then the top of
the oil phase was covered with PVSA solution. Finally, the whole Petri
dish was ﬁlled with aqueous PVSA solution. After 10 min, the “H”
mold was slowly taken out of the solution, leaving the formed liquid
object with “H” shape behind. The original PVSA solution possesses a
pH value of 7; for investigating acidic and alkaline environments for
the formation of the liquid “H” object, PVSA solution with pH values
of 2 and 13 were adjusted by adding 0.01 M of HCl or NaOH
solution, respectively. The remaining procedure was kept the same as
described above.
RhB Photodegradation. The liquid letter sample for RhB
degradation was obtained with the same procedure as described
above. In addition to the mentioned reagents, RhB was added to the
aqueous PVSA solution (with speciﬁc concentrations that are
mentioned in the result and discussion) before the ﬁnal step of
ﬁlling the Petri dish. After the formation of the “H” liquid object and
removal of the mold, a 50 W LED chip was placed above the sample
with a distance of 20 cm and irradiation was started. Samples and the
corresponding images were collected after certain time intervals. The
RhB concentration was monitored spectrophotometrically utilizing its
absorption maximum (λ = 554 nm).
Characterization. Molar mass of PVSA was measured in aqueous
0.1 M NaNO3 buﬀer by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using
PSS 1260-Iso as the pump, an anionic column system with PSSSECcurity-UV and PSS-SECcurity-RI as detectors, and a calibration
with PSS Na as standard.
The depth-sensing indentation measurements were performed
using a Triboindenter TI-950 (Hysitron-Bruker, MN, USA) equipped
with an extended displacement stage, allowing for maximum

Scheme 1. (a) Dispersion of vTA-CMp in Sunﬂower Oil; (b)
Process of Molding Liquid Objects: (A) Prewetting the
Mold with PVSA Solution, (B) Filling the Mold with vTACMp/Oil, (C) Filling the Whole Surrounding with Aqueous
PVSA Solution, and (D) Lifting the Mold to Receive the
Liquid Object; and (c) Application of vTA-CMp Liquid
Objects to Encode and Decode via Photocatalysis
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displacements of up to 500 μm. Two diﬀerent type of tips were used
in this work, a ﬂuid-cell diamond tip with a nominal radius of 50 μm
and a customized glass tip with a radius of 425 μm were used for “airindent” measurements and ﬂuid resistance measurements, respectively. The ﬁrst series of the experiments were conducted using an
“air-indent” method55 on the single liquid phases and while the tip
was initially away from the surface of the liquid. Accordingly, over a
large displacement loading and unloading, the “jump-in” and capillary
bridging events were recorded. In the second series of the
measurements, a cono-spherical glass tip (Figure S2) was used for
probing because of the intolerance of the standard diamond tip in an
acidic or basic environment. To improve recording of the ﬂuid
resistance and the tip−interface interactions, the experiments were
performed while the glass tip was immersed inside the liquid phases.
As the interfacial jamming is non-uniform around the object, all-round
probing was conducted, and the tested area is marked in Figure S3.
The interfacial tension of aqueous PVSA solutions with diﬀerent
pH values was determined by pendant drop analysis with an optical
contact angle instrument (Dataphysics ES, Germany). The pendant
drop tensiometer was used to measure the interfacial tensions of the
oil and water interface with varying pH of vTA-CMp/PVSA ﬁlms. 2
mL of sunﬂower oil or vTA-CMp containing sunﬂower oil were
poured into a cuvette and a volume of ca. 30 μL water or aqueous
PVSA solution was slowly injected by a syringe. Then, the droplet
shape proﬁle was analyzed and the pressure diﬀerence between oil and
water ﬂuids was calculated by the Young−Laplace equation. For each
sample, at least three independent measurements were performed.
The dynamic interfacial tension was recorded after the aqueous PVSA
solution droplet was slowly injected into the vTA-CMp/oil phase, and
the droplet morphology and deformation were recorded by a camera
provided by the equipment manufacturer. The particle size of vTACMp nanosheets and zeta potential was determined using a Zeta
Nanosizer instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK) at a ﬁxed scattering
angle of 90°. Charges of vTA-CMp dispersion in oil were measured
with a Mütek PCD 03 particle charge detector.

patterned bottom open trench in the shape of the letter “H”
was manufactured by a milling machine (Figure S5), which has
a contact angle with PVSA solution and vTA-CMp/oil of 42.3
and 16.9°, respectively (Figure S6a,b). Prior to all-liquid
molding, both the Petri dish and mold were prewetted with
aqueous PVSA solution (30 wt %). The prewetting process is
necessary, otherwise the vTA-CMp/oil dispersion can stick to
the corners because of the small contact angle with PA and
inﬂuence the ﬁnal shape of the liquid object. Subsequently,
vTA-CMp/oil dispersion (with a concentration of 15 mg mL−1
as prepared) was added to the prewetted trench and capped
with aqueous PVSA solution to form the interfacial layer.
Then, the whole Petri was ﬁlled with aqueous PVSA solution
until the mold was completely immersed. After 10 min, the
mold was removed and the presence of interfacial electrostatic
interactions between vTA-CMp nanosheets with PVSA
prevented the collapse of the “H”-shaped vTA-CMp/oil
phase, thanks to interfacial ﬁlm formation. Even though
PVSA solution with a density of 1.23 g cm−3 is denser than
vTA-CMp/oil (0.92 g cm−3) (Table S1), the liquid “H”
structure rested at the bottom of the PVSA solution (pH = 7,
Figure 1a). As vTA-CMp possesses excellent ﬂuorescent
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Liquid Object Formation. Organo-dispersible vTA-CMp
(Figure S4a) was formed by photofunctionalization of CMp
(Figure S4b) via vTA following our previous work.53 For the
ﬁrst time, edible sunﬂower oil was introduced as a benign
dispersion medium for g-C3N4. A colloidal vTA-CMp/oil
dispersion with vTA-CMp nanosheets with an average size of
290 nm, as measured via dynamic light scattering (Figure S4e),
was obtained by ultrasonication and centrifugation (Scheme
1a). It is anticipated that CMp possesses negative surface
charge randomly located around defects, which supports
colloidal stabilization.54 Furthermore, CMp possesses smaller
sheet size and phenyl decorated edges compared to traditional
g-C3N4s,54 which facilitates the exfoliating process and further
molecular modiﬁcation by aromatic vTA molecules. After
covalent modiﬁcation with the vTA group, the modiﬁed gC3N4 vTA-CMp gains excellent colloidal stability. Modiﬁcation
with vTA not only provides enhanced organo-dispersibility,
but also induces migration of negative charges toward modiﬁed
edges, while the CMp core remains positively charged.53 Such
a polarized structure endows vTA-CMp with excellent
electrostatic stabilization, even in organic solvents as reported
previously.53 Regarding these properties, electrostatic interactions between polarized vTA-CMp and polyelectrolytes in a
liquid−liquid heterophase system would enable moldable
liquid objects if adjusted properly that can be also a direction
of new systems for liquid−liquid printing. For example, PVSA
can be introduced, which is a biocompatible polymer with
negatively charged sulfonate groups in an aqueous environment.56 A homemade mold from hydrophobic PA with a

Figure 1. (a) Molded liquid letter “H” in a vTA-CMp/oil (15 mg
mL−1) and aqueous PVSA solution (30 wt % in water) system (pH =
7). (b) Fluorescent liquid object “H” under UV light irradiation at a
wavelength of 365 nm. (c,d) “H” letter constructed in a vTA-CMp/oil
(15 mg mL−1) and aqueous PVSA solution (30 wt % in water) system
with adjusted pH of PVSA solution of 2 and 13, respectively. The
scale bar in the images represents 50 mm.

properties, the liquid object “H” features green light emission
under UV light irradiation (Figure 1b). Moreover, the liquid
objects tolerate strong acidic conditions (Figure 1c). In an
alkaline environment, less stable structures, that is, thinner
liquid architectures were formed at pH 13 (Figure 1d). Lower
concentrations of vTA-CMp/oil (5 mg mL−1) and PVSA (15
wt % in H2O) were also studied (Figure S7) and complete
liquid structures could be formed in both experiments. This
implies that for further applications, especially biorelated ones,
utilization of lower concentrations is possible for a stable liquid
object formation.
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Figure 2. (a) Interfacial tension determined by a pendant drop of the vTA-CMp/oil and aqueous PVSA solution interface with diﬀerent pH, three
independent experiments for each condition. (b) Equilibrium observation of interfacial tension of vTA-CMp/oil and aqueous PVSA solution at pH
= 7. (c) “Air-indent” of the contact force with depth sensing of oil, vTA-CMp/oil, and aqueous PVSA solution with a diamond tip with a nominal
radius of 50 μm. (d) Dynamic viscosity of oil, vTA-CMp/oil, and aqueous PVSA solution measured with a micro viscometer at 25 °C. (e) Cartoon
illustration of the interaction between vTA-CMp and PVSA polymer chain at sunﬂower oil and water interface.

Liquid Object Interfacial Properties. On the one hand,
the interfacial properties of the formed liquid objects are of
particular interest for future applications in multicompartment
systems. On the other hand, to understand the formation of
the liquid object and its stability, interfacial properties are the
key. Therefore, the interfacial behavior between PVSA and
vTA-CMp with respect to pH was studied by interfacial
tension (γ) measurements (Figure 2a) using a pendant drop of
an aqueous PVSA solution droplet in vTA-CMp/oil dispersion.
In contrast to the literature,22 no obvious wrinkling and
deformation was observed with pendant drop measurements.
The γ value between oil and aqueous PVSA solution is 70 ± 4,
38 ± 5, and 7 ± 3 mN m−1 with increasing pH values of 2, 7,
and 13, respectively, which indicates interfacial stability of
PVSA over the pH region studied. By dispersing vTA-CMp in
oil, the interfacial tension between aqueous PVSA solution and
vTA-CMp/oil decreased signiﬁcantly to 41 ± 4, 17 ± 3, and 5
± 2 mN m−1 corresponding to increasing pH compared to
pure oil. The decrease in γ indicates adsorption of vTA-CMp
at the oil/water interface, which is beneﬁcial for minimizing the
interfacial energy and formation of a stable interfacial ﬁlm. As
CMp is a sheetlike robust material, the aggregation of vTACMp at the interface boosts the interfacial mechanical
properties and is beneﬁcial for maintaining the integrity of
the interfacial layer. Overall, γ of the two phases decreased with
the increasing pH value from 2 to 7 and 13. As the sulfonic
acid group is a pH-sensitive group, changing pH alters the
properties of the PVSA polymer chain as well as chain
structure in aqueous solution. Another issue is that the
changing pH also aﬀects the net surface charge of vTA-CMp at
the liquid−liquid interface. To elucidate the corresponding pH
to the point of zero charge for vTA-CMp, zeta potential was
measured with varying pH values in water, indicating that the
isoelectric point of vTA-CMp is around the pH value of 5
(Figure S8). The surface charge of vTA-CMp in oil is +7 mV,
as measured with a particle charge detector.

At a pH value of 2, the sulfonic acid group is protonated to
some extent and less amount of the charged sulfonic group is
left compared to more basic pH. At the pH values of 7 and 13,
the PVSA chains will be deprotonated. Additionally, at the pH
value of 2, vTA-CMp possesses a zeta potential around +19
mV in water, indicating not only sulfonic acid groups, but also
vTA-CMp at the liquid−liquid interface can be protonated
leading to weakened interactions. This ultimately leads to a less
stable assembly at the interface and thus to increased γ. For
higher pH (pH = 13), the interfacial tension was minimized
with or without vTA-CMp, which is directly related to a stable
interfacial area in both cases. Thus, the aggregation of vTACMp at the interface is not required to minimize the interfacial
tension at high pH. However, as vTA-CMp introduces an
increased mechanical stability to the interfacial elastic ﬁlm, the
presence of vTA-CMp nanosheets is required to maintain the
shape of nonequilibrium liquid objects. With an addition of
NaOH, the formation of a highly negative surface charge of
vTA-CMp in water indicates that vTA-CMp also interacts with
OH− in aqueous solution. Importantly, the sulfonic acid group
is deprotonated and the OH−-rich environment resulted in
signiﬁcant repulsion of OH− with the sulfonic acid group,
causing precipitation of polymer chains in the aqueous phase;
hence, polymer chains tend to aggregate in the interfacial area
and lower the interfacial force to maintain the stability.
However, the aggregation at the interfacial area also led to a
volume pressure to the oil phase, which causes extrusion of oil
from the vTA-CMp/oil phase, and only a thinner and
noncontinuous liquid object was formed.
At a pH value of 7, the interfacial tension between pure oil
and water is 208 mN m−1, with a persistence time of 300 s
(Figure S9). Addition of PVSA in water eﬀectively decreased
the interfacial tension (33 mN m−1) with shorter persistence
time of 60 s only (Figure S10), which indicates that PVSA is
beneﬁcial for the formation of a lower energy interfacial area
between oil−water phases. The addition of vTA-CMp to the
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Figure 3. Fluid resistance curves extracted from depth-sensing indentations with a cono-spherical glass tip (r = 425 μm) approaching the vTACMp/oil-PVSA solution interfacial area with diﬀerent pH values of PVSA solution: (a) pH = 2, (b) pH = 7, and (c) pH = 13 (the gray curve in
each graph represents the depth-sensing indentations of PVSA solution in the corresponding pH value. Deviation from this curve denoting the
interaction of the tip with the interface). (d) Illustration of the ﬂuid resistance measurements using a cono-spherical glass tip with a radius of 425
μm and the probing area is highlighted with a dashed box. (e) Illustration of the load and unload process of the probing process which is
highlighted with a dashed box in (d).

led to an instant dropdown of the PVSA droplet in the vTACMp/oil phase.
The interface structure was further assessed via light
microscopy imaging of liquid objects, showing obvious
aggregation of vTA-CMp nanosheets at the interface (Figure
S14). As mentioned before, vTA-CMp possesses excellent
electrostatic stabilization properties due to the polarized
structure, which may contribute to electrostatic interaction
with negatively charged PVSA and thus stabilization of the
interfacial ﬁlm (Figure 2e).
Indentation Studies. To improve the understanding of
the interfacial interaction of the liquid phases, we investigated
the adhesion properties of the individual liquid phases using
the “air-indent” depth-sensing technique ﬁrst.55 In this
technique, the interactions of a cono-spherical diamond
indenter (r = 50 μm) and a liquid phase can be recorded in
a cycle of approaching to, interacting with, and retracting from
the surface of a liquid over a 500 μm displacement (Figure
S15). Accordingly, the technique enables detecting the jump-in
event, while approaching and record capillary bridging over
retracting, which can be used to extract the ﬂuid resistance
force and adhesion force of the liquid phase, respectively
(Figure 2c). As the diamond probe approaches the liquid
surface while loading, the surface energy of the liquid retracts
the tip toward the liquid surface resulting in a jump-in event.

oil phase also eﬀectively decreased the interfacial energy, as
interfacial tension between vTA-CMp/oil and pure water is 74
mN m−1 with a persistence time of 340 s (Figure S11). The
longer persistence time compared to the PVSA solution−pure
oil system is due to the fact that vTA-CMp acts as a surfactant
and as an interfacial reinforcer. Moreover, the interfacial
tension between vTA-CMp/oil and PVSA solution is stable
over an observation time of 90 s, while pure oil and aqueous
PVSA solution show gradually decreasing interfacial tension
over an observation time of 90 s (Figure 2b), which indicates
the stable interfacial area formation with vTA-CMp/PVSA
interfacial assembly. At a pH of 7, the PVSA solution-based
droplet remains stable in the vTA-CMp/oil dispersion with a
duration of at least 40 min (Figure S12), and the enhanced
persistence time of the PVSA droplet can be ascribed to the
interaction of vTA-CMp nanosheets and PVSA polymer chain.
Hence, an interfacial elastic ﬁlm is formed that maintains the
position of the PVSA droplet and prolongs the time of droplet
stability. With changing the pH of PVSA solution to 2 and 13,
persistence times of 80 s (Figure S13) and 0 s were observed,
respectively. As mentioned before, at pH of 2, the sulfonic acid
group is partially protonated, leading to less interfacial
assembly, which resulted in a shorter persistence time similar
to the PVSA−oil system. For a pH of 13, high volume pressure
that resulted from the aggregation of the PVSA polymer chain
4647
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Right after the jump-in event, the ﬂuid resistance results in an
increment in the load. By a rough comparison of the load
increment rates (Figure 2c, inset, the slope of the curves after
the jump-in events), the PVSA solution shows a higher
resistance than oil. This response was followed by a higher
adhesion force (65 ± 2 μN with a length of ∼350 μm) over
retraction of the indenter from the surface of the PVSA
solution. On the contrary, the pure oil phase has a relatively
low adhesion force of 45−50 μN to the diamond tip, while the
addition of vTA-CMp into the oil phase drastically decreases
the adhesion force and correspondingly increased the viscosity.
The viscosity was further conﬁrmed by dynamic viscosity
measurement (Figure 2d), revealing a viscosity of sunﬂower oil
of 48 mPa·s that was further enhanced to 60 mPa·s by vTACMp addition. One criterion to achieve a stable liquid object is
the presence of a robust jammed interfacial ﬁlm to retain the
liquid shape. From this aspect, the increment in viscosity
supports the interfacial strength of the ﬁnal liquid object,
although aqueous PVSA solution possesses a relatively low
viscosity of 4 mPa·s.
The ﬂuid resistance was further investigated for the vTACMp/oil and aqueous PVSA solution system to obtain the
pressure drag force. As the load−displacement curve measured
from the movement of the indenter during diamond tip
immersion in the liquid indicates pressure drag force and
slopes correspond to the ﬂuid resistance, a steeper slope
corresponds to denser material and higher resistance to ﬂow
(Figure S16). The addition of vTA-CMp to the oil phase
decreased the pressure drag of the oil phase (Figure S17a),
which is ascribed to the polarized structure of vTA-CMp. The
formed electrostatically driven colloidal assembly leads to a
repulsion of vTA-CMp nanosheets that results in decreased
ﬂuid resistance. On the contrary, aqueous PVSA solution
possesses a relatively large pressure drag force (Figure S17b),
which can be ascribed to the long polymer chain of PVSA,
endowing the aqueous phase with enough “toughness” to
maintain the interfacial jamming against collapses.
Subsequently, depth-sensing was attempted to study the
interfacial layer structure, which is related to the forces
experienced across the aqueous PVSA solution through the
interfacial layer and ﬁnally to the vTA-CMp/oil phase (Figure
3d, dashed box and Figure 3e). For investigation of the
interfacial mechanical property in a changing pH environment
and its eﬀect on the conﬁguration of liquid objects, a custommade cono-spherical glass tip (Figure S2) was used as a probe
because of the intolerance of the conventional indentation tips
with an acidic or basic environment. As the interfacial jamming
is based on self-assembly on an anisotropic object, a nonuniform, all-round probing procedure was conducted (Figure
S3). The gray curve in Figure 3a−c is the ﬂuid resistance of
PVSA solution at the corresponding pH values, and a
signiﬁcant deviation from the PVSA loading path was found
as the tip approached the interfacial area. For a pH value of 2,
an obvious jump-in behavior, detected by an unstable and
sharp load drop (Figure 3a, curve a1, inset), was observed in
33% of the investigations (Figure 3a, pie chart, Figure S18a),
indicating that the tip was immediately dragged into the oil
phase which causes a sudden environment change. This
suggests a weak protection of the interfacial ﬁlm against
external disruption, which is due to the relatively high
interfacial tension between two phases that formed a
mechanically weak interfacial area. As the PVSA chain is
protonated to some extent at a pH value of 2, 50% of pop-in

behavior was detected with a stable and gentle load drop
(Figure 3a, curve a2, Figure S18b) when the tip interacted with
the interface, which is usually caused by charged interaction
between the tip and solution, indicating an elastic interfacial
ﬁlm. However, in 17% of the investigation (Figure 3a, curve a3,
Figure S18c), ﬂuctuant and steady areas were found at the
corner of the liquid object, which demonstrated the presence
of well-assembled interfacial parts that can strongly protect
against external probing. This might be ascribed to the nonuniform jamming of vTA-CMp colloids at the interfacial area
and the enrichment of vTA-CMp at the interface. With lower
interfacial tension between two phases at a pH value of 7, 33%
of jump-in was observed as well (Figure 3b, curve b1, Figure
S19a) in the investigation, which indicated that there is a weak
interfacial area that is not strong enough to withstand the
external stimulation, and the ﬁlm was broken suddenly as the
surrounding environment of the tip changed. A decreased
number (17%) of pop-in events (Figures 3b,b2 and S19b) was
observed compared to the pH = 2 environment, which is due
to the increased deprotonation of the PVSA chain at the pH
value of 7, as less charged interactions between the tip and
interface take place, and this also suggested less elasticity of the
interfacial ﬁlm than at pH 2. Importantly, for half of the
investigated data points (50%, Figures 3b,b3 and S19c), a
relatively smooth transition of resistance force during two
phases was observed, which indicates a stable interaction
between the interfacial elastic ﬁlm and the external tip. The
stable interaction suggests a strong mechanical characteristic of
the interfacial ﬁlm, resulting in a lower energy layer that leads
to less resistance force for the tip to exceed. When the pH
value of the solution reached 13, no jump-in and pop-in events
were observed during the probing, and a quite smooth
transition period with no drop-in load was observed while the
tip approached the interfacial area (Figures 3c and S20), which
is because of the relatively small interfacial tension at the pH
value of 13. As such, the interfacial energy needed to form a
mechanically strong interfacial assembly was minimized.
However, a steeper slope was detected while the tip indented,
which suggests a signiﬁcant extrusion of the oil from the “H”
liquid object pattern in a basic environment (pH = 13). In
general, the indentation measurements showed that vTA-CMp
is distributed non-uniformly around the liquid object, which is
mainly due to the anisotropic nature of the liquid object.
In order to gain insights into the eﬀect of g-C3N4 species on
the structure formation and dispersibility in sunﬂower oil,
another type of g-C3N4 called CM (calcined by cyanuric acidmelamine as a precursor) was investigated.57 A dispersion of
CM/oil with lower quality was obtained (Figure S21) that was
utilized subsequently for molded liquid object formation.
However, no identiﬁable shape was formed in aqueous PVSA
solution, which might be due to the weak and disordered
charge distribution of CM in oil dispersion (Figure S22a). The
control experiment with CM showed the necessity of the
altered charge structure in the liquid−liquid system. Hence, we
assume that the formation of the liquid object is enabled by
jamming of vTA-CMp at the interface, which eﬀectively
minimizes the interfacial tension and energy. Furthermore, the
polar structure of vTA-CMp facilitates electrostatic interaction,
with negatively charged PVSA leading to supramolecular
bonding and formation of an elastic ﬁlm that maintains the
integrity and ﬁdelity of the liquid object. Moreover, aqueous
PVSA solution was substituted by CTAB and PSSA,
respectively. No clear “H” shape was formed by ﬁlling with
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Figure 4. (a) Progress of photocatalytic degradation of PVSA−RhB (10−4 M) solution with a vTA-CMp/oil liquid structure under visible light
irradiation. (Reference-1 is the photodegradation progress in PVSA−RhB solution, and reference-2 is the photodegradation progress in RhB-PVSA
solution extract from the vTA-CMp/oil@PVSA−RhB system). (b) Digital images of the liquid object formed from vTA-CMp/oil and aqueous
PVSA solution in the presence of RhB (10−2 M) under visible light irradiation after certain time intervals. and (c) Corresponding UV−vis
absorption spectra of the solution at diﬀerent time intervals related to (b).

appeared while the dye in the solution is photodegraded by
liquid objects under visible light. The preformed liquid object
is hardly detectable at the beginning because of the high RhB
concentration (10−2 M), but gradual degradation of RhB via
visible light reveals the original shape (Figure 4b). After 2.5 h,
the “H” gradually appeared and was clearly observed after 4.5
h. The aqueous solution turned translucent after 12 h
irradiation. The corresponding UV absorption spectra
demonstrated a photodegradation of 40% after 15 h (Figure
4c), yet it is important to mention that the RhB concentration
used here (10−2 M) is almost two orders of magnitude higher
than the common concentration used for photodegradation,59
as high concentration is necessary for concealing the “H”
structure. This might be a reason for the relatively low
photodegradation rate due to the signiﬁcant light absorption of
RhB in solution. Another obvious reason is that the interfacial
area between vTA-CMp/oil and aqueous PVSA solution is
rather low because of the macroscopic dimensions. Thus, only
a limited amount of RhB molecules can reach the elastic ﬁlm to
undergo degradation (Figure S25). However, it is worth
mentioning that the continuous aqueous phase shows
signiﬁcant mobility to enable interfacial photoinduced
reactions on the jamming vTA-CMp/PVSA interfacial ﬁlm
with vTA-CMp as photoactive species.

vTA-CMp/oil in aqueous CTAB (Figure S22b), as the cationic
surfactant CTAB is a small molecule that is not suﬃcient to
form a stable interfacial layer with vTA-CMp. In the case of
PSSA (30 wt % in H2O) (Figure S22c), a liquid object was
formed in an incomplete and unstable state. A reason for this
eﬀect could be the diﬀerent steric demand of both polymer
types and chain ﬂexibility. Furthermore, both polymer
sidechains have diﬀerent acidities. In comparison to small
molecules, the pKa of benzenesulfonic acid is −2.8 and that of
methanesulfonic acid is −1.9,58 which shows a diﬀerence of
one order of magnitude. This further aﬀects the polymer
structure in water and the interaction with vTA-CMp, which
causes slightly diﬀerent liquid structures and less stability in the
case of PSSA.
Liquid Object Photocatalysis. Formation of stable liquid
objects is driven by charge interactions at the interface in the
heterophase system, yet an additional advantage of vTA-CMp
utilization is the photoactivity in the visible range (Figure
S4d). These photocatalytic properties might be a direction for
future applications in all-liquid biphasic photocatalysis
processes. In order to study the interfacial dynamics and
demonstrate the photoactivity of vTA-CMp, the liquid object
was immersed in aqueous PVSA solution with RhB addition
(10−4 M) (Figures 4a and S23a). Eﬃcient photodegradation of
RhB of 80% after 8 h irradiation was observed, which is in
contrast to a reference sample (Figure 4a, curve reference-1,
Figure S23b) in the absence of a vTA-CMp/oil liquid object.
Dye adsorption capacity of the structured liquid has been
investigated with the same conditions in the dark, indicating
that the saturated surface RhB adsorption on the liquid
structure is about 30% (Figure S24). In addition, photodegradation was attempted in PVSA−RhB solution that was
extracted from the vTA-CMp/oil@PVSA−RhB system. No
obvious degradation performance was observed (Figure 4a,
curve reference-2), which conﬁrmed that the photodegradation
ability of the vTA-CMp/oil@PVSA−RhB system did not result
from dispersed vTA-CMp nanosheets in the aqueous phase but
from the liquid object itself. In the so-formed liquid structures,
vTA-CMp colloids have a role beyond charge interaction and
stabilization, and their photocatalytic activity can be employed
for further applications as well, therefore showing the potential
application of liquid structures as encoding materials (photoactive liquid−liquid printed soft objects). In that sense, the
object is concealed in the beginning with a dye, and it gradually

■

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, an all-liquid molded object was constructed in
an aqueous system by a versatile method, utilizing a colloidal
dispersion of ﬂuorescent vTA-CMp in edible sunﬂower oil as
the inner phase and biocompatible aqueous PVSA solution as
the outer phase. The jamming of vTA-CMp in cooperation
with negatively charged sulfonate groups at the oil−water
interface resulted in the formation of a liquid object by a
supramolecular stabilized interface with pH tolerance in an
acidic and alkaline environment. Interfacial tension and
indentation were investigated to obtain insights on interfacial
activity, properties of interfacial elastic ﬁlms, and their
formation mechanism. Furthermore, the photoactivity of
vTA-CMp could be utilized to conceal and reveal the liquid
object via photodegradation under visible light. Therefore, gC3N4 appears to be a signiﬁcant building block for liquid
objects that might provide facile access to a variety of valuable
applications, such as all-liquid biphasic photocatalysis, artiﬁcial
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